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The world has been gripped by the war in Ukraine, with tragic
images beamed daily across television screens and social media.
As Europe continues to deal with what experts have called “the
fastest-growing refugee crisis since WW2” and the additional
ramifications of the Russian invasion, it is worth noting the
impact and role of technology.
Major tech firms − including TikTok, Netflix, Samsung
Electronics, Microsoft, PayPal, Google, Sony and Apple – have
suspended operations in Russia, in solidarity with Ukraine.
Russia has also taken the fight to news and social networks…
Putin’s government introduced a law stipulating a 15-year jail
term for those deemed by Russian authorities to be spreading
‘fake news’ about the country’s military operation.
Russia also blocked and restricted platforms like Facebook,
Twitter and several news outlets.
Remarkably, security – including cyber security – has
become even more urgent.
And so our KnowBe4 Cyber Security Culture survey could
not be more relevant. How organisations position themselves in
terms of security is extremely important. Feedback shows that 66%
of respondents currently measure their cyber security culture. This
is encouraging, but there is little time to relax, as experts predict a
rise in cyber extortion crime and social engineering in 2022.
Anyway you cut it, all signs point to a tough year ahead.
Enjoy the read!
Chris Tredger
Editor
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COLUMN: STORAGE

Digital transformation: What to expect
when everyone's expecting more
There are many layers to any transformation journey, including change
management, operating models, regulatory impact, customer experience
and sustainability.

MYRIN BOCK, PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
PRODUCT MANAGER, CASEWARE AFRICA, A
DIVISION OF ADAPT IT

to be continuously re-evaluated.
Years of experience re-emphasises that one
thing remains true: without a plan, chances of
success are slim. Ensuring business continuity
remains a priority, while maintaining a clear
picture of what the organisation will look like
at various stages will guide both the pace of
change as well as mitigating any identified
risks.
We have seen the benefits of migrating
organisations towards a cloud-based way
of working. It became even more prevalent
during lockdown, where firms that had
already commenced investing in their
technology and overall transformation were
able to adapt to the change very quickly and
with minimal disruption.
One of the key features and enablers was

Many of these could have been prevented
with an accurate and automated deadline
management system.
The cloud supports the reconciliation
of data into fewer platforms, allowing
organisations to leverage the interoperability
of platforms, thereby benefiting from onetime data entry, and having one version of the
data.
There are, however, several concerns
that organisations frequently raise when
embarking on cloud transformation projects.
Practitioners and corporates often nominate
the security of sensitive data as their biggest
worry, coupled with the issue of who can gain
access to the information.
With increasing cyber crime and growth
in remote and hybrid workforces, this is, of

T

he ever-increasing demand for
organisations to show greater efficiency
and operational excellence while maintaining
stringent and specific compliance requirements
has propelled many into a frenzy of acquiring
software that can fill the gaps in their business
processes.
Many refer to this as digital transformation.
However, this misconception negates the
importance and implications of other elements
in the overall operation of an organisation.
Focusing on software solutions in
compliance reporting, we see many
organisations driving for digital
transformation, although it is important to
bear in mind that technology on its own is not
the solution, but a supporting pillar together
with many other factors.
There are many layers to any transformation
journey that needs to be considered. These
include strategy, leadership, culture, change
management and adoption, operating models,
regulatory impact, customer experience and
sustainability.
The vision or long-term goal, or goals,
must first be identified and articulated.
It will then be necessary to address the
challenges that may prevent the attainment
of the vision. This is not the time to think
about 'the how'. Organisations must focus
on the bigger picture first. Transforming an
entity is not a once-off adjustment; it needs
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Years of experience re-emphasises that one
thing remains true: without a plan, chances of
success are slim.

the continuous accessibility of information
through centralised, secure and cost-effective
storage, offering efficient collaboration
between stakeholders.
Years of experience re-emphasises that one
thing remains true: without a plan, chances of
success are slim.
It is important to understand that
documentation stored as hard copy and
residing in various mailboxes is not readily
accessible across stakeholders. This can lead to
time wastage in operations.
Feedback received from various
practitioners and corporates alike is that
visibility and oversight is lacking, especially in
manual processes.
Towards the end of 2021, we saw the
Companies and Intellectual Property
Commission announcing the deregistration
of a substantial number of companies due to
non-compliance with annual return filings.

course, a key issue. It is crucial to do a due
diligence on the applications in use, as well
as those being explored for use, within the
organisation, and ensure they are compliant
with industry security standards.
Important elements to think about are
data storage, transfer, encryption, who has
and needs access to the information and
partnering with a vendor that can support the
organisation in covering these bases.
There is also apprehension around cloud
computing and what happens when internet
access goes down. However, internet access
has become ever more ubiquitous in terms of
availability, speed, stability and cost.
Organisations are also operating in an
environment where always-on internet is a
given for accessing e-mail, communicating
with customers, attending virtual meetings,
accessing key business operation systems,
etc.

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Data and analytics predictions for 2022

Rahi’s IT predictions for 2022 and beyond

The ability to make fast, accurate decisions over every aspect of the
business was arguably one of the most powerful business capabilities
of 2021, says Jacques du Preez, CEO at Intellinexus. Companies that
can eliminate uncertainty by drawing real-time insights over every
aspect of its operations and using the insights to make quick, accurate
decisions are far better equipped to steer the business through stormy
waters. And with the world still in a state of heightened uncertainty,
with a constrained global supply chain and the ever-present risk of a
new strain of COVID-19, we are in for a bumpy 2022.
www.intellinexusgroup.com

This is the time of year when industry analysts and experts make
predictions about the technology landscape. Given the pace of change
and the hype that often surrounds new technology solutions, that’s a
profoundly tricky proposition. At the same time, many organisations
are looking for guidance as they begin mapping their strategies for 2022
and beyond. Predictions for the year ahead include: Cyber attacks and
data breaches continue unabated even as organisations spend more
money and effort on security. Key challenges include a lack of visibility
across the enterprise and growing numbers of zero-day attacks and
advanced persistent threats.
www.rahisystems.com

Tactile, from one-man business to technology
leader

Looking back at doing
business during the
pandemic

Having arrived in South Africa as a 20-something traveller, Italian
Mauro Mercuri quickly recognised the business opportunities within
the landscape. He explains that he recognised that SA was lagging a
bit behind in certain technologies and saw an opportunity to build a
company based on technology that was not yet readily available in the
country. Twenty years later, as Tactile Technologies celebrates this
significant milestone, the company is a key player in the fields of touch
screen technology, bar code scanning and payment solutions. Steven
Baeyens, Tactile’s director for Product and Projects, says the company
has shifted from a pure focus on touch screen technologies to the ID
market.
www.tactiletechnologies.com
Pedro Lopes, group MD, Seidor
Africa

GoAnywhere by HelpSystems achieves AS2
Drummond Certification for MFT
HelpSystems announced that its GoAnywhere managed file transfer
(MFT) solution is AS2-certified by Drummond Group. This certification
recognises that GoAnywhere meets the full interoperability testing, so
information is exchanged and received securely and according to the
Applicability Statement 2 (AS2) standards. AS2 is a popular protocol
specification for transferring critical data securely and reliability over
the internet. AS2 uses digital certificates and encryption standards
to protect critical information while it’s in transit across systems,
networks and locations. In addition, AS2 messages can be compressed,
signed, encrypted and sent over a secure SSL tunnel.
www.privateprotocol.com

Why having fun is important to growing a
company
In 1973, a famous television actor bought a baseball club. He took this
club to places no one thought possible; he helped the team grow and
climb up leagues. This man was Bing Russel, and he had one secret to
growing a team with a low budget and very few supporters. He lived
his life by a three-letter word, “fun”. He said if you were not having
fun in life then what was the point. He took this mantra into the world
of baseball by creating a team that was playing for the love of the game,
rather than for money.
www.nebula.co.za

"The problems the world has faced
during the pandemic are not going
away anytime soon, which is why
it has been important for us to
entrench our proactive approach
into the business. For 2022, we
have set our sights on further
growth, and we are committed
to remaining agile and alert to
change and customer needs,” says
Pedro Lopes, group MD at Seidor
Africa.
www.seidorafrica.com

2021: Looking back to
move forward

Werner Engelbrecht, GM, Kyocera
Document Solutions South Africa

Werner Engelbrecht, GM, Kyocera
Document Solutions South Africa,
says: “The impact of the global
pandemic revealed inefficiencies
in outdated processes and
highlighted the benefits of digital
transformation. Given everything
that we have learned, it’s
important not to fall back on old
habits.” The world is a long way
from the end of the pandemic,
he adds.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za
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NETWORKING

Collaboration at all
levels

Tactile Technologies allocates USD100k for next
PSP

Effective teamwork is the secret to
a successful business. Employees,
customers and partners must be
able to easily communicate and
collaborate with each other. The
ELO ECM Suite by ELO Digital Office
provides the must-have modules
and tools that will make virtual
collaboration work for you. Bring
content under control with the ELO
ECM Suite.
www.elo.com

Having positioned itself as an end-to-end solution platform provider,
first through its touch screen technologies, then as a supplier of bar
code scanners and lastly as a provider of payment terminals, Tactile
Technologies is now intensifying its focus. According to chairman
Mauro Mercuri, the company has allocated US$100 000 over the next
three years towards growing its Payment Service Provider network.
“The aim is to attract the next Payment Service Provider, it’s that
simple. Funds can be made available by means of contribution to
allocation of development resources; funds can also be used for
marketing purposes and/or to support other key commercials.”
www.tactiletechnologies.com

Kevin Nono, MD of ELO Digital
Office Africa

NEC XON partners
with Azimut to
digitalise smart selfservice

How music is a necessity for a healthy life
A study conducted by NorthShore University HealthSystem, one of the
top 15 teaching hospitals in the United States, has found that beyond
improving our mood, listening to music can decrease pain and anxiety.
Research shows that blood flows more easily when music is played and
that it can help relieve symptoms of depression.
www.huaweimobileservices.com

NEC XON has partnered with
Azimut to provide know your
customer (KYC) turnkey selfservice solutions throughout
Africa that help telecoms and
mobile operators identify and
verify customer identities,
without branch overheads, as
they connect the next billion.
The fully integrated solution
uses advanced multi-modal
biometric identification system
for touchless data acquisition and
verification.
www.nec.xon.co.za

LG improves air purifier technology, set to
unveil fresh take at CES 2022
LG Electronics’ (LG) all-in-one home air care solution, designed
to deliver the benefits of an air purifier, fan and heater in a stylish
form factor, made its world debut at CES 2022. The all new PuriCare
AeroTower Air Purifying Fan offers personalised comfort that makes
any indoor activity more pleasant and comfortable. LG PuriCare
AeroTower is ideal for year-round use, delivering pure, clean air 360
degrees in one of three airflow modes: Heating Mode, Fan Mode and
Diffusion Mode. Employing LG’s own Air Valley technology, the air
purifier creates a canyon of air that follows a given surface.
www.lg.com

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za
Contact sales@itweb.co.za
for any sales enquiries.
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Advanced, touchless self-service
KYC kiosk

Need quality? Speed? How licensed spectrum
delivers your own data autobahn
Internet connections are often disappointing, no matter how many
Mbps you thought you were signing up for – often the result of having
the wrong service, poor configuration, a high noise floor, latency,
jitter and packet loss on the line. While this can be mildly annoying at
home, it can deal a significant blow to productivity, availability and
customer experience in an organisation that depends on high-speed
always-on connectivity. The solution to a poor connectivity experience
is a dedicated, enterprise-grade licensed spectrum connection. It
seems not everyone understands why it is worth investing in licensed
spectrum when unlicensed spectrum is so widely promoted and readily
available.
www.comsol.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY

TECH FORUM

Re-inventing cyber security with a multilayered approach

Mapping the regulatory landscape for the digital
economy

The number of attack surfaces that can be used by cyber criminals has
expanded phenomenally with the rise in remote and hybrid workplace
models. With such a wide scope of possible cyber threats, there’s no
single solution that can counter them all. A multi-layered approach to
cyber security is needed for multiple reasons. One, there are too many
plausible threats with widely different characteristics. It’s impossible
for any one security solution to defend against all these attacks. For
example, a firewall may monitor and authenticate access to networks
and applications, but it can do absolutely nothing to prevent a spear
phishing attack.
www.itrtech.africa

Webber Wentzel recently hosted a webinar with expert speakers to
provide insight on the likely legal framework that South Africa, the
European Union and the UK will be introducing over the next few years
to regulate the digital economy. Until now, the rapidly evolving global
digital market has been largely unregulated in all major jurisdictions,
despite the vast amounts that were invested in various digital
innovations in 2021 and are expected to be invested in 2022. Following
from the net-zero pledges made by nations at COP26, investors will also
actively be seeking opportunities to fund lucrative yet sustainable new
areas, such as smart city infrastructure.
www.webberwentzel.com

Is your business at risk? You need protection
before it’s too late

Intergenerational collaboration critical to
accelerating zero trust security implementation

South Africa is being targeted by cyber criminals more and more, says
Synaq. Our country's third-highest number of cyber crime victims
globally costs R2.2 billion a year. Cyber attacks on small to mediumsized businesses are becoming more frequent, targeted and complex.
According to Accenture’s Cost of Cybercrime Study, 43% of cyber
attacks are aimed at small businesses. And phishing is the number one
type of fraud globally. Large organisations have whole departments
dedicated to cyber security. Small to medium-sized businesses often
react to cyber attacks once it's too late. The impact of a cyber security
attack can be devastating and last weeks or months.
www.synaq.com

Secure access company Appgate has unveiled “How do generational
differences impact enterprise cybersecurity teams?” an independent
study on the criticality of knowledge sharing among today’s core
workforce groups: baby boomers, gen-Xers and millennials. In
particular, it highlights how baby boomers play a critical role in
accelerating zero trust security frameworks due to experience
in integrating legacy technologies into cloud and hybrid IT
environments. The study, based on desk research and in-depth focus
groups conducted by prominent intergenerational issues author and
speaker Henry Rose Lee, examines differences between baby boomers,
gen-Xers and millennials and ways to harness individual strengths to
develop more effective cyber security strategies.
www.privateprotocol.com

Backup, recovery key
to growing threat of
ransomware in Nigeria

Bar Hori, regional sales executive,
Commvault Africa

The shifting landscape caused
by COVID-19 accelerated digital
transformation and cyber crime,
says Bar Hori, regional sales
executive, Commvault Africa.
As one of the largest economies
in Africa, Nigeria is increasingly
a target, particularly when it
comes to ransomware. There
is also the challenge of a lack of
standardisation around cyber
security.
www.commvault.com

Data hygiene tips to mark International Data
Privacy Day
8 January was International Data Privacy Day and to mark South Africa
celebrating its first International Data Privacy Day since the Protection
of Personal Information Act, 2013 (POPIA) came into law, Webber
Wentzel put together several data hygiene tips to guide you in your
personal information processing activities.
www.webberwentzel.com

Conflict of interest, moonlighting and the duty
of good faith
A recent judgment in the Labour Appeal Court (LAC) has reemphasised that employees have a duty of good faith to their employers
by disclosing material activities that may result in a conflict of interest.
In this case, the employee was a sales representative in a business
that produced and sold a range of meat products. The employee was
dismissed after she was found guilty of a charge of dishonesty, in that
she failed to inform her employer that she operated a business of her
own that marketed dried meat products. The employer also contended
that she had failed to give full attention to marketing the meat products
it produced.
www.webberwentzel.com

SA's climate change targets
Climate change and the impact of global warming on the sustainability
of our future is a critical issue, says Garyn Rapson and Paula-Ann
Novotny from Webber Wentzel. All countries will need to adopt stricter
legislation to control greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to limit the
global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees Celsius and reach the targeted
net-zero by 2050. South Africa is the 14th largest emitter in the world
and highest emitter of GHG in Africa. Following the 26th global United
Nations Climate Change Conference (COP26) that took place in 2021,
South Africa has agreed to several adjusted climate change targets.
www.webberwentzel.com
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CYBER SECURITY CULTURE SURVEY
By ALISON JOB

Prioritise security awareness
ITWeb, in partnership with KnowBe4, conducted a survey on cyber security culture
during December 2021/January 2022. The objective of the survey was to gain
insight into the state (or the perception thereof) of cyber security culture among
South African organisations.
of the respondents (26%) used external
consultants.
Social engineering is also on the rise. A
quarter of the survey’s respondents said
they’d experienced an increase in social
engineering over the past 12 months,
while another 25% replied that they’d
experienced the same amount of social
engineering as the year before. Eleven
percent said they’d seen a decline in social
engineering over the past year and 19%
were unable to measure this.
“Findings from other surveys show (i.e.
KnowBe4 Africa Cyber Security Awareness
report) that a large proportion of people
will remain working from home going
forward, and will therefore be vulnerable
to social engineering attempts. At the same

• Measure and assess its effectiveness (52%)
• Add more simulation techniques (such as
phishing simulations) (45%)
• Improve effectiveness of content &
delivery (i.e. more gamification, better
tailored to audience) (43%)
• Add in disciplinary actions (i.e. warnings
for users not participating or failing
phishing tests multiple times) (32%)
• Add in more rewards (25%)
Almost half (40%) of respondents reported
an increase in users reporting scams on
chat applications such as WhatsApp,
Signal, Telegram and others.
When asked whether their organisation
would benefit from cyber security training
content specifically designed for mobile
use in low bandwidth situations, 34% of

ANNA COLLARD, SVP CONTENT STRATEGY
AND EVANGELIST, KNOWBE4 AFRICA

K

nowBe4 defines security culture
as the ideas, customs and social
behaviours of an organisation that
influence its security. It encompasses seven
critical dimensions: attitude, behaviour,
cognition, communication, compliance,
norms and responsibilities.
Anna Collard, SVP Content Strategy
and Evangelist at KnowBe4 Africa, says,
“It’s encouraging that most respondents
(66%) currently assess or measure their
cyber security culture. In fact, security
awareness and culture programmes should
be at the top of everyone’s project list for
this year.”
The companies that measure their cyber
security culture use various methods.
Some 69% of respondents said they used
metrics such as phishing simulation
percentages and incidents reported by end
users. Half (51%) of responding businesses
said they used a standardised methodology
and tool, while 43% said they combined
qualitative analysis (such as surveys) and
quantitative data analytics. A quarter
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It’s encouraging that most respondents
(66%) currently assess or measure their cyber
security culture.

time, cyber extortion crime as well as
social engineering (such as business email
compromise scams) are expected to rise in
2022,” explains Collard.
Just under half (41%) of respondents
run a security awareness programme
but feel they should be doing more, 31%
provide awareness and training targeted at
different audiences and combine this with
frequent phishing simulations and 28%
are currently not running any security
awareness and culture programmes.
Asked to list improvements that could
be made to their security awareness
and culture programme, respondents
prioritised the following:
• Collect and analyze user behavior data
(56%)

respondents said this would be hugely
beneficial; 51% said content needed to be
functional regardless of device; and 15%
said they didn’t allow mobile training
internally.
Almost all of the survey respondents
(89%) agreed that security culture was
important to their operations. The same
percentage (89%) agreed that security
culture was important to their customers
and clients. Collard says, “The survey
results show that security culture
has become an important aspect of
cybersecurity operations with nearly 90%
of respondents agreeing with the above.”
She concludes by advising businesses to
prioritise security awareness and culture
programmes for 2022.

CYBER SECURITY CULTURE SURVEY
CYBER SECURITY CULTURE SURVEY

Do you currently run a security awareness and
culture programme?

Do you currently assess or measure your
cyber security culture?

50
41%

40

44%

Yes, we have
measuring in
place but could
be expanded on

31%
28%

30

20

10

0
Yes, but we
should be
doing more

Yes we provide
awareness and
training targeted at
different audiences
and combine this
with frequent
phishing simulations

No

How do you currently measure your security
culture?

Yes, we have measuring in place but could be expanded on

44%

No

34%

Yes, we have a mature method in place to measure our
security culture

21%

What improvements could be made to your
security awareness & culture programme?

33%

We look at metrics such as phishing simulation
percentages and incidents reported by end users

22%

Collect and analyse user behavior data

25%

We use a standardised methodology and tool

20%

Measure and assess its effectiveness

21%

We combine qualitative analysis (such as surveys) and
quantitative data analytics

17%

Add more simulation techniques (such as phishing simulations)

13%

We use (external) consultants

17%

Improve effectiveness of content & delivery (i.e. more
gamification, better tailored to audience)

7%

We have developed our own way to measure culture
(i.e. surveys)

13%

Add in disciplinary actions (i.e. warnings for users not
participating or failing phishing tests multiple times)

5%

We do not measure security culture

10%

Add in more rewards

4%

Nothing, it’s very solid

xx
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CYBER SECURITY CULTURE SURVEY
CYBER SECURITY CULTURE SURVEY
Have you identified and classified your data
according to risk?

35

Is your organisation prepared for a data breach?

32%
30%

30%

Somewhat,
but we will
need to do
more work
on this

30

49%

25
20
15
10

8%

5
0
Basic
classification
in place

Yes, fully
completed
this

We just
started with
this

No

49%

Yes, we have a mature incident response process in place

30%

Not good enough

18%

We hope this doesn't happen to us

How did attack vectors get into your organisation
during past incidents? (Select all applicable)

50

Somewhat, but we will need to do more work on this

3%

Has COVID-19 and working from home impacted your
privacy compliance programme?

45%

No
40

48%

32%

30

20

19%
14%

12%

11%

10
4%
No

0
We've
Through Malicious
had no
social
Web sites
incidents engineering
(phishing,
vishing, etc)

Through Malicious
third
software on
parties USB sticks /
external
devices

I'm not
sure

Other

48%

Yes, our remote users pose more risks to our personal
information
Yes, we had to reassign budgets from privacy compliance
to more pressing needs (ie, VPN technology)
Yes, other reasons
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

How to build AI into your organisation
Artificial intelligence engineering brings together various disciplines to
tame the AI hype, while providing a clearer path to realising value.

Marko Salic

A

s I noted in my previous article,
artificial intelligence (AI) is driving
many questions from business leaders as
they seek to explore the full impact it can
have on their companies.
A lot of concern has also been expressed
about AI disruption. My advice on this
point would be to prepare for disruption
– plan for it. Before embarking on an
AI implementation journey, assess the
organisation’s readiness for it.
PwC advises that cutting across all these
considerations is how to build AI in a
responsible and transparent way in order
to maintain the confidence of customers
and wider stakeholders. But how to
achieve this?
Research indicates that few businesses
are ready to overcome the essential tasks
necessary if they are to prepare correctly
for such a radical change. For example,
only 38% reported they can currently
provide employees with reskilling and
training opportunities in the face of
technology disruptions.
Obviously, this is a serious misconnect
and needs to be addressed. With the right
strategy in place, it is possible to prepare
the organisation and its staff to not only
survive automation but thrive on it.
AI technologies permit businesses
to mine data, generate insights, create
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operational efficiencies, provide stronger
experiences, and close the gap between
information and action in ways previously
not possible.
All companies want to avail of this
potential power, which also unleashes
the ability to disrupt, innovate,
enhance, and in many cases, totally
transform an organisation. AI is an
umbrella term encapsulating machine
and deep learning, image and video
recognition, predictive analytics,
process automation, speech recognition,
biometrics and natural language
processing. It can apply to practically
every industry sector.
What is AI’s value proposition in 2022?
Forrester’s predictions for the use of AI
in 2021 and going forward are clear on how
AI will influence business development in
2022.
The research company says AI and
machine learning will permeate new use

be applying AI to intelligent document
extraction, customer service agent
augmentation, return-to-work health
tracking, or semi-autonomous robots for
social distancing.
Gartner predicts a robust AI engineering
strategy will facilitate the performance,
scalability, interpretability and reliability
of AI models, while delivering the full
value of AI investments. It notes AI projects
often face issues with maintainability,
scalability and governance, which makes
them a challenge.
It states that AI engineering offers
a pathway that makes it part of the
mainstream DevOps process rather than
a set of specialised, isolated projects. It
brings together various disciplines to tame
the AI hype, while providing a clearer path
to value.
Gartner highlights the fact that due to
the governance aspect of AI engineering;
responsible AI is emerging to deal with

It is possible to prepare the organisation and its staff
to not only survive automation but thrive on it.

cases with companies pushing it to new
frontiers, such as holographic meetings
for remote work and on-demand,
personalised manufacturing.
It goes on to highlight how AI is
expected to boost workplace automation
and augmentation needs.
It is possible to prepare the organisation
and its staff to not only survive automation
but thrive on it.
In 2021, a third of companies in adaptive
and growth mode looked to AI to help
with workplace disruption for locationbased, physical, or human-touch workers,
and knowledge workers operating from
home. These businesses were reported to

trust, transparency, ethics, fairness,
interpretability and compliance issues – in
other words, AI accountability. This drive
towards trusted data and how it is used is
particularly pertinent in SA.
No discussion on AI in South Africa
would be complete without examining
POPIA – which came into effect on 1 July
2021 − and its impact on the use of AI
systems.
South African businesses will be remiss
if they do not familiarise themselves with
a deep understanding of the regulations
pertaining to the use of personal
information required for AI or acquired
through it.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: DATA MANAGEMENT

The world as code: Benefitting from platforms
Data is the key to unlocking insights, and smart platforms are the
mechanism to deliver that analysis at scale and speed.

Muggie van Staden, CEO, Obsidian
Systems

I

n my previous article, I discussed
the importance of data helping
organisations transition to smarter, hybrid
IT solutions. In this, the second of four
articles, I explore how leveraging platform
capabilities can further unlock the benefits
of technology and data in a connected
business environment.
If data is the key to unlocking insights,
then platforms should be seen as the
mechanism to deliver that analysis at scale
and speed. All the data in the world means
nothing if management cannot access
the insights needed to make informed
decisions in real-time.
Waiting a week or a month for data
analysis to be completed and only then
being able to decide how to adapt business
strategy is no longer feasible.
Understanding platform potential
Smart platforms give companies the
ability to operate their workloads as
effectively as possible, especially in the
hybrid world of work that has become part
of the new normal.
To this end, data has become massively
distributed. Employees use their personal
devices to access the corporate network,
further adding to these data touch points.
And from a customer perspective, the ability
to engage with a brand using their digital
channel of choice results in more dynamic

levels of data that must be managed.
These platforms’ capabilities can
therefore enable the control of edge
devices, such as the mobile phones
and laptops employees use to remain
productive, while also remaining cognisant
of the social media, web chat, e-mail
and other platforms customers use to
communicate with the organisation.
All the data in the world means nothing
if management cannot access the insights
needed to make informed decisions in
real-time.
However, this control is not about
micro-managing people or spying on
them. On the one hand, it is about gaining
fresh insights to understand customer
behaviour and how to optimise employee
productivity. And on the other hand, this
brings with it better control of the cyber
security requirements of the business; for
instance, optimising the use of anti-virus

employee needs to do anything.
The end goal is to minimise the risk of
any compromises on the network that is
external to the on-premises infrastructure.

Shifting workloads
What began with workloads moving from
on-premises environments (think the
office) to edge devices (smartphones and
laptops at home) has now accelerated to
the transition to the cloud. Whether it is
a start-up or a multinational, the critical
part of this is to ensure the business adopts
the right platforms according to its specific
needs.
There is no-one-size-fits-all solution
when it comes to this transition. Each
business has its own requirements that
can vary significantly even between
competitors in the same industry.
Lifting and shifting existing data to the
cloud is not something every company will

All the data in the world means nothing if
management cannot access the insights needed to
make informed decisions in real-time.

and other cyber security measures.
It can even require drilling down to a
firewall level on the employee’s router at
home. The pandemic has highlighted just
how prone these home networks are to
cyber attacks.
But managing the perimeter security
is just one aspect. Another one is to
continually educate employees on best
practice when it comes to identifying
potential cyber attacks. Platforms
help provide the impetus for this, as
the artificial intelligence and machine
learning capabilities that are enabled
can proactively detect and monitor for
potential cyber attacks even before the

be able to do, and nor should it. A gradual
migration should be preferred to monitor
the impact that this new environment can
have on existing processes both from data
and compute perspectives.
This has resulted in the software
development teams of organisations
spinning up platforms to help manage
the business requirements. Customised
solutions tailored for each business unit
requirement can significantly aid the move
to the cloud.
It is this programmatic approach that
empowers companies to embrace a new
world driven by code, data and highperforming platform environments.
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Building resilient globally distributed IT teams
A cautionary note about the challenge of managing increasing tensions in
globally distributed IT teams during major work role transitions.

Rennie Naidoo, Associate professor at the
School of IT, Department of Informatics,
University of Pretoria

D

igitally-enabled global business models
are disrupting established IT work
roles. The rich diversity of digitally-enabled
and globally distributed organisational
arrangements is changing the nature of IT
work.
Advancements in global connectivity and
digitisation capabilities are offering better
affordances for new forms of global IT work
arrangements. At the same time, these
technologies and the new business models
they enable are disrupting traditional
work arrangements and are redefining
established IT work roles.
Unhindered by geographical barriers,
real-time digital platforms provide
organisations in a few emerging countries
with new business opportunities in the
rapidly-growing IT sector.
However, digital technologies also
exacerbate global inequalities in many
emerging countries. For example,
outsourcing IT enables both large and
small or medium companies in advanced
and emerging countries to take advantage
of lower personnel, software and
infrastructure costs.
Many of these organisations are
downsizing their IT units by outsourcing
parts or all of their IT services and software
development needs to specialised providers.
They are migrating and eliminating many IT
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jobs from their own countries.
Meanwhile, some IT providers have
become large multinational conglomerates,
made up of many subsidiaries and joint
venture companies, operating in different
distributed modes, from working onsite
at the client, to offshore and nearshore
locations. Similarly, existing multinational
corporations in other industry sectors also
operate with multi-unit IT organisations in
different locations.
Managing global IT teams requires
cultural intelligence to bridge cultural
differences
The inter-site coordination,
communication and synchronisation
of IT work activities in internationally
distributed environments are being enabled
by sophisticated collaboration technologies.
Globally distributed teams operate
using a different mix of virtual and faceto-face contact with local and remote
counterparts to foster collaboration across

such as cloud engineers at cloud-based IT
vendors can eliminate in-house IT workers
at client organisations.
Working in globally distributed teams
and performing global IT work has also led
to the emergence of new work roles and
work role expectations of IT workers. For
example, new coordination roles such as
coordinating experts and multicultural
brokers have emerged.
Given the knowledge-intensive nature
of most IT work, the role of coordinating
experts emerged to address the complexity
in knowledge-sharing across geographically
dispersed sites. Distributed IT teams also
deploy multicultural brokers who are
expected to use their cultural intelligence
to 'bridge' cultural differences between
co-workers and sub-groups separated by
geographical distance and other barriers.
Managers in onsite-offshore organisations
also expect IT workers to adapt quickly. They
need to work at a home site in collocated

A dialogic and collaborative approach is suggested to
reconcile the contradictory implications of changing
global work arrangements on worker roles.

locations and time zones. These distributed
modes of IT work are supported by
virtual communication and collaboration
technologies. For example, enterprise social
network sites dramatically alter workplaces
and workspaces familiar to IT workers,
especially for those who have worked in
collocated teams.
A dialogic and collaborative approach is
suggested to reconcile the contradictory
implications of changing global work
arrangements on worker roles.
While technologies have certainly
created new IT careers and career paths,
technologies also eliminate traditional
careers and careers paths. New careers

teams and client sites in other countries.
Work role transitions can create a crisis of
meaning, identity for global IT workers
These expectations can be very
challenging for the typical IT developer
working offshore, who has to contend
with culture and language barriers and the
marked differences in values, norms and
behaviour of clients and IT counterparts.
As already alluded to, these differences
in shifting global IT work arrangements
entail both the material assemblages (eg,
physical offices, virtual communication and
collaboration technologies) and embodied
experiences (eg, collocated teams, virtual
teams).

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: BUSINESS OPTIMISATION

How digital product management creates real change
Digital product management moves the discussion away from achieving a
defined goal, to providing the functionality the business needs.

Stephen Chetty, Account director, CA
Southern Africa

I

n my previous article, I looked at what
digital product management (DPM)
actually is and why it is important. The
key point is that DPM allows companies
to move beyond seeing IT simply as
an enabler of the business strategy, to
becoming integral to that strategy.
In this emerging scenario, business
executives have to move from seeing
digitalisation as a series of discrete
technology projects to a continuous
interaction with technology in order to
refine the business model, identifying and
responding to customer needs as they occur.
Managing technology thus becomes not
only more critical but radically different.
Organisations need to be able to identify
which the most important technology
investments are, and prove what return
they will deliver. It's a much more fluid,
agile process − to use the jargon, it's a move
from projects to products, a shift from
completing a project to managing a value
stream underpinned by technology.
As with all jargon terms, ‘product’ is
being used in a specific sense. Products are
not, as in normal speech, things that are
produced but are actually more similar to
capabilities.
For example, a government department
might not see itself as producing anything
and thus might not see the relevance of

DPM in how it handles value streams.
However, by looking at what it does
through the lens of funding, it becomes
easier to identify what its products in
this specific sense are. By asking what
the organisation funds, what the things it
funds are called and similar questions, it
can identify what its ‘products’ are.
As part of the same exercise, it's
important then to consider whether
the organisation is in fact using product
managers as opposed to traditional project
managers. As a rule of thumb, project
managers work on specific jobs and then
move on to something else. By contrast,
product managers are responsible for the
indefinite, long-term care of the product.
Finally, identify the stakeholders
benefiting from the products, as well as the
business unit/s responsible for its delivery.
By going through all of these steps, any

measured, but is constantly being reevaluated as the product changes.
I ended my previous article by arguing
that one cannot simply re-label a
project manager as a product manager
because the two are very different, and
require different skills. The same is
true of company executives and other
stakeholders. Let's look at what these
changes mean for each group.
The project management office:
The project management office (PMO) or
similar unit that houses people who help
to govern IT and technology spending.
As the business world increasingly moves
toward digitalisation, DPM provides a way
for the PMO to evolve with the business,
connecting it to the enterprise value
streams.
As part of this evolution, the PMO will
have to embrace both project management

Funding is not something that can be agreed and
measured, but is constantly being re-evaluated as
the product changes.
organisation can identify the products
making up its value streams.
In short, DPM moves the discussion
definitively away from achieving a
defined goal (the project), to providing
the functionality the business needs. As
these needs are perpetually changing in
line with shifting customer requirements
and the actions of competitors, there's
no completion date and so the product
manager is in a long-term relationship
with his or her stakeholders.
Funding is not something that can be
agreed and measured, but is constantly
being re-evaluated as the product changes.
Perhaps most challenging of all, funding
is not something that can be agreed and

and product management, each of which
require different skillsets.
While project managers resemble an
athlete focused on winning a specific
race, the product manager is more like
the manager of a sports team, looking
at a much broader picture: the whole
season and then how to use the offseason
to prepare for the following year. It's
an entirely different thought process,
and it's necessary to build long-lasting
relationships.
As a corollary, product managers need
consistent, scalable engagement models
for stakeholders, including external
stakeholders like internal stakeholders that
provide funding.
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Managed services
partnerships key to
digital success
Digital transformation strategies
have become the tip of the spear and
need to be introduced at a much
faster pace than expected, leaving
some organisations struggling to take
control and create new opportunities.
Even before the pandemic, managed
services offered organisations
a faster, more effective route to
transformation.
www.nexio.co.za

Lisa Fielder, executive head:
Managed Services and Digital at
Nexio

Infinidat awards channel
partners for outstanding
performance
Infinidat announced the winners
of its 2021 Channel Partner Awards
worldwide. The award recipients have
demonstrated the ability to increase
engagement and drive powerful
business value from Infinidat’s
portfolio of industry acclaimed
solutions. The award winners have
shown significant growth with
Infinidat and see the company’s
commitment to the channel.
www.infinidat.com

Eric Herzog, CMO of Infinidat

Avaya named ‘exemplary vendor’ by Ventana
Research
Avaya, a global leader in solutions to enhance customer experience
and simplify communications and collaboration, today announced
it has been rated an ‘exemplary vendor’ and a Value Index leader in
the Ventana Research ‘Agent Management Value Index 2022 Vendor
and Product Assessment’. Avaya OneCloud CCaaS helps organisations
deliver effortless experiences for their customers and employees at
every touchpoint by making it easy to connect everything – voice,
video, chat, messaging and more – and by bringing together teams,
resources and insights to maximise contact centre performance and
experiences. Ventana Research ranked Avaya second in customer
experience and as a Value Index leader in validation, TCO and ROI.
www.avaya.com

ENTERPRISE
ThycoticCentrify is now Delinea
Delinea announced its debut as a leading provider of privileged access
management (PAM) solutions for seamless security. Backed by TPG
Capital, Delinea was formed in April 2021 through the merger of
established PAM leaders Thycotic and Centrify. Delinea's new brand
identity underscores its significant progress as a combined company
and renewed commitment to providing comprehensive, cloud-ready
solutions that put privileged access at the centre of cyber security.
For small businesses and global enterprises alike, Delinea delivers
the digital freedom that everyone deserves by seamlessly defining
the boundaries of access. Legacy PAM solutions are not designed for
today’s hybrid environments.

How can enterprise
content management
benefit your business?

DVT launches Microsoft
Power Platform
automation consulting
service

Laura Wier, automation solutions
head, DVT

DVT has launched a new Microsoft
Power Platform consulting service
designed to help new and existing
Microsoft-licensed customers take
advantage of the automation benefits
of the platform to streamline and
accelerate business performance. As
a Microsoft Gold Partner, DVT has
built up a significant capability in the
Microsoft ecosystem.
www.dvt.co.za

Werner Engelbrecht, GM at
Kyocera Document Solutions
South Africa

COMPANY NEWS

Werner Engelbrecht, GM at Kyocera
Document Solutions South Africa:
“ECM enables organisations to
digitally manage all their content,
centrally and securely. This
eliminates information silos and
provides employees with timeous
access to relevant information, while
still offering individual business units
the flexibility to react quickly to
changing conditions.”
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za
Contact sales@itweb.co.za
for any sales enquiries.
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HARDWARE
Kyocera launches
intelligent A3
multifunctional devices
Businesses require a partner that can
help them focus on critical needs
without compromising on essential
workflow, and with Kyocera’s latest
intelligent TASKalfa 7054ci/7004i
series of A3 multifunctional devices,
this is more than possible. The
TASKalfa 7054ci/7004i series offers
top notch business benefits to meet
the needs of growing organisations.

Webber Wentzel law firm partners Dawid de Villiers and Zelda Swanepoel, together
with senior associates Portia Mashinini and Wendy Tembedza

Access to banking, insurance in Africa and the
role of technology
Dawid de Villiers, Zelda Swanepoel, Portia Mashinini and Wendy
Tembedza from Webber Wentzel say Africa may be underbanked,
but access to financial markets is gaining momentum, with myriad
opportunities – and risks. Swanepoel said the insurance industry in
South Africa has been subjected to significant changes since 2013 and
the evolution process is ongoing.
www.webberwentzel.com

ZTE guides for RMB6.5bn-RMB7.2bn in 2021
full-year profit
ZTE Corporation has announced its preliminary financial results for
the year 2021. In 2021, ZTE harvested a high-quality growth. The
company’s gross profit margin recovered and improved, compared
with a year earlier, while its profitability and profit quality were
promoted as well. According to ZTE, its net profit attributable to
holders of ordinary shares of the listed company in 2021 was RMB6.5
billion to RMB7.2 billion, an increase of 52.6% to 69.0% year on year,
and its net profit after extraordinary items attributable to holders of
ordinary shares of the listed company for 2021 amounted to RMB3.0
billion to RMB3.5 billion.
www.zte.com

OVEX launches 100m trading rewards pool for
whales, closes its Automated Arbitrage Service
After three years of pioneering and establishing South Africa’s
most coveted crypto-currency arbitrage service, Africa’s hottest
fintech and digital asset trading platform has decided to close its
crypto arbitrage product so as to devote its attention towards
international expansion and its flagship crypto trading product.
The crypto-currency exchange is also doubling down on its
popular Cryptocurrency Interest Accounts and exciting new
fintech offerings, which include debit cards, payment solutions
and stock/FX trading. OVEX CEO Jon Ovadia says: “We’re ecstatic
to bring our offering to new markets and for the exciting new
products we’re launching this year.”
www.ovex.io

Greg Griffith, senior product
manager at Kyocera Document
Solutions South Africa

www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Five things to consider when buying printers
for your business
Buying a printer that meets your unique business requirements can
be quite a challenge, especially with the overwhelming variety of
products and solutions available on today’s market. If printing is
where the digital and physical worlds meet, businesses need a solution
that is not only cost-effective, but also provides them with modern
functionalities that meet the needs of digital work environments.
There is also maintenance and after-sales service to think about.
Without taking all of this into consideration, printers can quickly
become more of a liability than an asset. To avoid that, Tarsus
Distribution Print Solutions offers up some advice.
www.tarsusdistribution.co.za

How do managed print services benefit your
business?
Managed print services (MPS) means different things to different
people. This article discusses three important ways that MPS can
benefit your business: Cost saving, productivity and security.
Managed print services is a complete print solution that reduces print
costs, improves productivity and generally enhances the effectiveness
of your print environment, as well as offering comprehensive
security. There are many options to choose from, but it is important
to remember that each business is unique and that MPS offers the
opportunity to tailor your printing infrastructure to your business's
unique needs. MPS has a lot to offer for most businesses.
www.tarsusdistribution.co.za
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REPORTBACK: AFRICA SECTION

About Africa …
ICT Insight is proud to feature a recap of the biggest stories from Africa’s
ICT and telecommunications landscape.

I

n this synopsis of top recent
headlines published by both ITWeb
Africa (itweb.africa) and ITWeb
(www.itweb.co.za), we reflect on
significant changes across Africa’s ICT
and telecommunications landscape,
including the next chapter in Econet’s
Strive Masiyiwa’s career, advances on
5G and mobile money, as well as the
ongoing impact of regulation.

Masiyiwa tight-lipped about
‘next business chapter’
Zimbabwean billionaire and
telecommunications tycoon, Strive
Masiyiwa has hinted at new “key
business moves” for his group of tech
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companies after retiring from the board
of Econet Wireless. Masiyiwa has sat
on the board of Econet - the biggest
Zimbabwean telecommunications
group - for the past 30 years. After
setting up Econet, he invested in fibre
internet company Liquid Intelligent
Technologies, Africa Data Centres and
super application in addition to other
mobile network enterprises in several
African countries.

Ghana over the next five years, the
company said. It added that it would
interconnect with rival operators in the
West African nation for roaming and
airtime distribution. Interconnection
has been a key theme across many
African markets and considered a
solution for poorly serviced areas that
would benefit from infrastructure
sharing and cross connections of
platforms and systems between
operators.

MTN to invest US$1-bn in
Ghana as data, mobile money
grows

DRC relents on device
registration tax

MTN will invest over US$1-billion into
telecommunication infrastructure in

The DRC government said it will scrap
the contentious device registration

REPORTBACK: AFRICA SECTION

tax, effective March 2022. The
country first implemented the device
registration programme in 2020 to
help combat fraud and counterfeit
devices. The Register of Mobile
Devices (RAM) tax compels customers
to register their devices International
Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI)
with ARPTC (Autorité de Régulation
de Poste et de Télécommunication).
Registered customers who use 2G
devices are required to pay US$1,
while those who use 3G or 4G devices
have to pay US$7.

Mascom rolls out four 5G sites
in Botswana
Botswana MNO Mascom has
launched four 5G sites in the capital
Gaborone as part of plans to roll
out 111 sites across the country
before year-end. Mascom CEO
Dzene Makhwade-Seboni said:
“Connectivity drives socioeconomic
digital transformation and with
its unprecedented connectivity
capabilities, 5G will take us and our
society to a whole new level. It is
bound to revolutionise industries
and enhance customer experience
and advance us as a nation towards
the achievement of our Fourth
Industrial Revolution ambitions.”
She said the socio-economic benefits
of 5G-enabled smart cities are
immense. “Residential services,
such as streetlights, traffic signals
and security, which are part of the
national broadband strategy, will
benefit from 5G.”

MTN trounces Vodacom on
download, upload speeds
While MTN boasts the best download
and upload speeds in South Africa,
rival Vodacom is tops when it comes
to 4G coverage in the country. This
is according to Opensignal’s South

Africa Mobile Network Experience
report, based on measurements
collected across all major mobile
operators in South Africa – Cell C,
MTN, Telkom and Vodacom – over the
90-day period between 1 November
2021 and 29 January 2022. The report
notes that MTN wins the Download
Speed Experience award, with a score
of 27.6Mbps – 4.7Mbps (20.7%) ahead
of second-placed Vodacom.

Takealot throws weight behind
digital skills for girls
South African e-tailer Takealot.com has
signed a partnership deal with skills
development non-profit GirlCode, to
provide 10 million South African girls
with digital training. As part of this
initiative, Takealot.com – together with
other tech companies – is supporting
the upcoming all-women hackathon
hosted by GirlCode, in celebration
of International Women’s Day on 8
March, under the theme: Break the

bias. Established in 2013, GirlCode is
a registered non-profit organisation
aimed at empowering young girls and
women through technology.

Buggy online drivers' licence
booking system under fire
Driving school operators in Gauteng
have vowed to shut down all driving
licence testing centres (DLTCs) in the
province, as they intensify efforts to
have the online drivers' licence booking
system suspended. Members of the
National Driving School Association
of SA (NDSASA) have been protesting
since yesterday, saying the system
has continuous glitches that prevent
them from booking their clients. The
Department of Transport and Road
Traffic Management Corporation
(RTMC) introduced the system to
modernise services offered at the DLTCs
and also help remove barriers to access
and reduce opportunities for corrupt
practices.
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TECH FORUM
What is FinOps – a teaser from Nebula

The impact of the
pandemic on cyber
security

The FinOps Foundation defines FinOps as the “shorthand for cloud
financial operations or cloud financial management or cloud cost
management”. It brings governance and financial accountability to the
variable spend model for the cloud, enabling distributed teams to make
business trade-offs between cost, quality and speed of deployment.
FinOps principles have been developed by members of the FinOps
Foundation and were originally included in the Cloud FinOps book
in September 2019. They have since been adapted to cover multiple
clouds and it is expected that these principles will evolve as new cloud
experience is gained by members of the foundation.
www.nebula.co.za

Liquid Intelligent Technologies welcomes
ICASA’s implementing non-geo porting rules
Liquid Intelligent Technologies welcomes the landmark decision
made by the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa
(ICASA) concerning the porting of non-geographic numbers. ICASA
has proclaimed the 2018 number Portability Regulations, which will
come into force on 7 March 2022, that will allow businesses, call
centres and state-owned enterprises (SOEs) to port their number to a
new service provider without changing their number. Paving the way
for a more innovative and competitive landscape, the regulations will
end the historical dispensation that disallowed non-geographic (087,
0800 and 086) number porting between network operators. The move
resolves a significant issue that businesses in South Africa have had for
some time.
www.liquid.tech

InterSystems
HealthShare Unified Care
Record, TrakCare garner
continued recognition

Henry Adams, country manager at
InterSystems South Africa

InterSystems, a creative data
technology provider dedicated to
helping customers solve the most
critical scalability, interoperability
and speed problems, announced that
KLAS Research has recognised two
of its healthcare solutions in the 2022
Best in KLAS: Software & Services
report. InterSystems HealthShare
Unified Care Record has been
recognised a total of nine times since
2006.
www.intersystems.com
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Ralph Berndt, sales and marketing
director of Syrex

Without proper endpoint protection
in place (beyond simply relying on an
anti-virus solution), organisations
remain at significant risk, says Ralph
Berndt, sales and marketing director
of Syrex. This is where a hardened
endpoint protection solution that
provides a small firewall on every
employee’s device, in line with that
company’s security policy, becomes
critical.
www.syrex.com

Will 2022 sustain the
sophisticated cyber
attacks developed in
2021?

Steve Flynn, sales and marketing
director for ESET Southern Africa

After two years of unexpected
events, how will 2022 stack up
against what is becoming a much
more sophisticated approach to
cyber crime? While cloud technology
enjoyed an unprecedented increase
in its adoption, entire industries were
held back after major cyber attacks,
says Steve Flynn, sales and marketing
director for ESET Southern Africa.
www.eset.com

Six cyber security trends to be aware of in 2022
Cyber security vendor Netwrix has released key cyber security trends
that will affect organisations in 2022. With cyber attacks – especially
ransomware – on the rise, IT teams and security professionals must
be on the alert as never before. Ilia Sotnikov, cyber security expert
and VP of User Experience & Security Strategist at Netwrix, makes
several predictions, including that legislation will increase as security
incidents at private companies affect national security, cyber insurance
costs will increase and policies will mandate higher security standards,
quantum computing will begin to disrupt encryption and more attacks
will target MSPs.
www.privateprotocol.com

Securely accelerate application delivery and
policy management with AlgoSec
AlgoSec, the application connectivity and security policy company,
enhanced automated application connectivity and security policy
changes, and deepened application visibility and discovery, in the
latest version of its network security management solution. AlgoSec
Security Management Suite (ASMS) builds on previous versions to give
IT and security experts the most comprehensive visibility and control
over security across their entire hybrid environment. “In this fastpaced era of digital transformation, speed is of the essence.
www.privateprotocol.com
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Pure Meta RSC racks

Pure Storage partners with Meta on AI Research
SuperCluster
Pure Storage announced its role in Meta’s new AI Research
SuperCluster (RSC), which Meta believes will be the fastest AI
supercomputer in the world. RSC is helping Meta’s AI researchers
build new and better AI models that can learn from trillions of
examples, work across hundreds of different languages, and seamlessly
analyse text, images and video together.
www.purestorage.com

Infinidat accelerates growth with a
breakthrough year in 2021
Infinidat, a leading provider of enterprise-class storage solutions,
announced the company achieved 40% year-over-year bookings
growth in 2021, including a 68% year-over-year increase in bookings
in Q4’21. The company has accelerated its double-digit growth on the
strength of three industry-acclaimed solutions – the InfiniBox and
InfiniBox SSA for primary storage and InfiniGuard for modern data
protection, disaster recovery and cyber resilience. “Infinidat achieved
a strong trajectory of growth throughout 2021, delivering highimpact, enterprise storage solutions that provide powerful business
and technical value based on our state-of-the-art innovation and bestin-class customer experience,” said Phil Bullinger, CEO of Infinidat.
www.infinidat.com

Re-engineering the
document management
system

Carla De Abreu, business
development manager at
digitalisation specialist e4

Paperless systems are becoming
a more appealing way to deal
with document management
and storage, says Carla De Abreu,
business development manager at
digitalisation specialist e4. Instead
of physical filing systems and
cabinets taking up space, a document
management system enables you
to store and organise important
documents in an electronic archive
that only permissioned users can
access and edit.
www.e4.co.za

From the top left: Edwin Ngwenya; middle, Ayesha Hoosen; bottom, Rochelle
Findlay Top right: Tsepo Chochoe; middle, our visitor Nate Johnson from the Altron
FinTech Healthcare Solutions Team; and bottom, Johan Gertenbach.

The Altron FinTech Enterprise Solutions team –
going places in 2022
Altron FinTech has restructured its sales teams to meet the changing
needs of the various market segments and customers. We sat down
with Johan Gertenbach, senior manager: Business Development, who
looks after this team to get a sense of what they do, why this team was
formed and how they see the future.
www.altron.com

Harnessing the mobile gaming boom in Africa
Spurred on by more people spending time and money on home
entertainment over the past two years, mobile gaming in Africa is
expected to grow at 12% annually. This is according to the Mordor
Intelligence Africa Gaming Market report, which also highlights how
the continent can expect its youth population to increase up to 50% by
2050. These factors contribute to making Africa an attractive market
for mobile game developers. Across the continent, the number of video
game consumers increased from 77 million in 2015 to more than 185
million at the end of last year.
www.huaweimobileservices.com

Flywire partners with Adapt IT to digitise
international education payments in SA
Flywire Corporation (Flywire), a global payments enablement and
software company, announced a partnership with Adapt IT Education,
a division of Adapt IT Holdings, to streamline and digitise cross-border
education payments for students studying in South Africa. As the
exclusive international payments partner for Adapt IT, Flywire will
improve the payment experience for students and their families and
the institutions that use Adapt IT software. Direct integration with
Adapt IT’s ITS Integrator student management system improves
operational efficiencies and eases the administrative burden associated
with international tuition payments, all within the familiar interface.
As international students continue to pick South Africa, institutions
demand modern payment experiences.
www.adaptit.com
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Infor announces new
Infor Marketplace
Infor, the industry cloud company,
recently announced the new Infor
Marketplace, a curated showcase
of solutions that can augment and
enhance customers’ existing Infor
investments. The Infor Marketplace
is designed to make it easier for
customers to discover, source and
license industry and micro-vertical
solutions that integrate with Infor’s
portfolio of enterprise software.
www.infor.com

Marketplace makes it easier for
customers to discover, source
and license industry solutions.

Five Active Directory migration best practices
Active Directory delivers essential authentication and authorisation
services across the IT ecosystem, so it’s critical for Active Directory
migrations to go smoothly. Whether your project is driven by merger
and acquisition (M&A) activity, a divestiture, the need to consolidate
your domains or some other factor, here are five Active Directory
migration best practices that can help you deliver a successful
migration: Document your desired end state; perform a thorough
discovery; strive for a comprehensive strategy – but build in flexibility;
remember that migration is much more than just the final move; and
address compliance from the beginning of the project and look for
ways to reduce risk.
www.quest.com

Examining emerging trends: chatbots in retail
Picture this scenario. A customer is buying groceries. However, they
notice a confusing price difference between two similar products
that they buy frequently. What happens next? They step up to the
nearest merchandiser and engage in a quick chat that clears up the
confusion. The problem is resolved and your customer carries on
shopping. But, what if a customer encounters an unexpected problem
when shopping online? Without an immediate solution, most online
shoppers are likely to abandon a purchase. How can you, as a retailer,
offer consistent customer service across online and physical shopping
platforms? The answer is chatbots in retail.
www.cellfind.net.za

ZTE wins ATD Excellence in Practice Award for
third consecutive year
ZTE Corporation has been honoured with a 2021 ATD Excellence in
Practice Award from the Association for Talent Development (ATD) for
its capability enhancement programme. This is the third consecutive
year, from 2019, for ZTE to win the award, epitomising a very high
recognition from the international industries for the company's
talent development efforts. Executing this programme, ZTE gains
knowledge and practical experience from the differentiated projects
in the company and revolutionises the capability enhancement
technique. Based on the learning characteristics of its employees, ZTE
has developed a set of closed-loop methods for end-to-end capability
enhancement, including pre-class learning, scenario-based simulation
courses, project practices and project post-mortem.
www.zte.com

ZTE scores high in BSIMM12 assessment of its
5G Flexhaul products

TECH FORUM
The future of work
According to a recent Citrix poll,
nearly 90% of more than 13 000
respondents said they plan to work
on flexible models in the year ahead,
with the majority indicating they’ll
remain fully remote. While many
employers want to return to the days
of old, new research reveals this is
unlikely to happen.
www.troye.co.za

ZTE Corporation announced it has completed the Building Security In
Maturity Model 12 (BSIMM12) assessment of its 5G Flexhaul products
published by Synopsys, standing out from 128 participants worldwide,
with a leading score of 100. Being one of the best security practice
models in the industry, BSIMM is a descriptive model that provides a
baseline of observed activities for software security initiatives. It was
jointly developed by Synopsys and the BSIMM community in 2008 to
help enterprises plan, execute, evaluate and improve their software
security initiatives (SSIs). BSIMM12, the 2021 edition of the BSIMM
report, examines data from the software security activities of 128
organisations across various verticals.
www.zte.com

Accessing education tools through Huawei Petal
Search
The World Bank says the disruption caused by the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic has affected 1.6 billion students globally. Many countries
have embraced online or distance learning to mitigate the severity
of this impact. However, developing countries like South Africa
face additional infrastructure challenges, which mean learners may
struggle to keep up with their schooling. This is where Huawei Petal
Search makes study materials and educational apps easily accessible to
help learners stay on their A-game despite difficult circumstances.
www.huaweimobileservices.com

Helen Kruger, CEO, Troye
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The future of VOIP
Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) phone systems are the cornerstone
of many companies’ communication strategies. The ability to make
and receive calls over the internet enables businesses to reduce
costs and stay in touch from wherever they are located. This is only
possible, though, with superior technology, which is why many
experts consider VOIP a key to the future prosperity of a business. The
benefits of VOIP services are numerous; despite being a mainstream
communication option, the technology is still evolving. Bria Enterprise
VOIP phone systems are flexible as well as powerful, giving you more
ways to communicate than ever before.
www.scopserv.co.za

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Keep your holiday memories safe with Huawei
Mobile Cloud
The December holidays meant late afternoon braais by the pool,
walks on the beach, hiking in the mountains, picnics in the park and
spending more time with loved ones. It’s only natural that you want
to capture these memories, and your trusty smartphone is the perfect
way to do that, since it’s always by your side. But have you given any
thought to what would happen to those photos and videos if your
mobile was lost, broken or stolen? Fortunately, with Huawei Mobile
Cloud, this is no longer a problem. By registering for a free Huawei ID
and enabling Huawei Cloud, you’ll receive 5GB of storage for mahala.
www.huaweimobileservices.com

Gartner recognises InterSystems and positions
them in Challengers quadrant

LG’s indoor gardening appliance presents
modern concept for greener, healthier home life

InterSystems, a creative data technology provider dedicated to helping
customers solve the most critical scalability, interoperability and
speed problems, has been positioned by Gartner in the Challengers
quadrant of the 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud Database
Management Systems. InterSystems IRIS is a complete, cloud-first
data platform that provides high performance database management,
interoperability and analytics capabilities, all built-in from the
ground up. InterSystems IRIS exceeds requirements for multicloud,
intercloud and hybrid deployment, high-speed processing and ingest,
and distributed data access. InterSystems IRIS is available on all major
public cloud marketplaces, including Amazon Web Services, Microsoft
Azure, Google Cloud Platform and private cloud.
www.intersystems.com

LG Electronics’ updated concept of green living was unveiled at CES
2022 with its modern freestanding indoor gardening appliance, LG
tiiun. Tiiun, which means “to sprout” in Korean, is an apt name for
LG’s newest appliance that enables even the most novice of gardeners
to cultivate vegetables, herbs and even flowers. LG’s latest lifestyle
innovation offers all the benefits of a full-featured garden without the
worries of pests or unfavourable climate. Designed as a completely selfcontained unit, LG tiiun features two shelves that can each hold up to six
all-in-one seed packages along with three different kinds of seed kits.
www.lg.com

Dynamic DigiRail stays
on the fast track

More to a move to the cloud than just lift and
shift
According to Kishore Natvarlal, executive head of Cloud and Data
solutions, and Ben Brynard, product manager at Nexio, even if data
management is considered, issues like the processing speeds needed
for real-time and near real-time applications, or optimising network
efficiency to reduce costs, can be ignored in the context of the
company’s data strategy, they point out.
www.nexio.co.za

IOT trends for 2022
As we move out of the tighter levels of restrictions, we can expect an
increase in the utilisation of technologies to support our evolved way
of managing business operations. The use of data-driven and dataacquiring solutions, networks and devices are no longer a luxury
but a necessity if we are to achieve a sustainable social and economic
environment in the aftermath of the pandemic, says Sivi Moodley,
CEO, Macrocomm Group. We can expect to see several key trends that
will enable the smart, data-driven and autonomous internet of things
(IOT) segment to gain traction over 2022, including edge computing,
5G, privacy, AI engineering, hyper automation and cyber
security mesh.
www.macrocomm.com

Tim Robinson, chairman, DigiRail

Dynamic Technologies group
company DigiRail is seeing a green
signal ahead as 2022 picks up steam.
Founded in late 2019 by technology
entrepreneurs Tim Robinson,
chairman of the company, and Chris
Wilkins, Dynamic Technologies
founder and CEO, DigiRail operates
as a specialised arm of DVT, also
a Dynamic Technologies group
company.
www.dynamic-tech.com
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DVT launches BA
development programme
in SA

Edward Ngubane, head of Business
Analysis at DVT

Software and services company DVT
has launched a business analysis (BA)
development programme for its BA
team in South Africa, created and
managed by Edward Ngubane, head
of Business Analysis at DVT and the
former president of the South African
chapter of the International Institute of
Business Analysis.
www.dvt.co.za

FlowCentric
Technologies signs
distributorship deal with
TOKN Technology

Clinton Schroeder, CEO and cofounder of TOKN Technology

FlowCentric Technologies, one of SA’s
leading business process automation
and management companies, has
been appointed distributor of the
TOKN Mobility Platform for Africa.
The TOKN Mobility Platform is
developed by Perth-based TOKN
Technology, a digital technology
company known for creating
innovative enterprise software
solutions. The TOKN offering is a
next-generation cloud enterprise
mobility platform.
www.flowcentric.com

Wisenet earns spot on G2’s 2022 Best Software
Awards
Wisenet, a division of Adapt IT, has been named one of G2’s 2022
Best Software Awards, on the EMEA sellers list. Operating a software
marketplace used by more than 60 million software buyers annually,
G2 is the definitive online destination to discover, review and manage
the technology that businesses need to reach their potential. Its
annual Best Software List ranks the world’s best software companies
and products based on authentic timely reviews from real users. This
is Wisenet’s first time appearing on one of G2’s Best Software lists,
earning its place this year.
www.adaptit.com

Nology to distribute DNAKE smart IP intercom
solutions in SA
Nology, a specialist value-added distributor of converged IP
solutions to service providers, network operators, systems
integrators and resellers throughout southern Africa, announces
its partnership with DNAKE, an industry-leading and trusted
provider of IP intercom solutions. Nology has signed an agreement
with DNAKE as its distribution partner for southern Africa and is
expanding its VOIP product portfolio by incorporating DNAKE’s
industry-leading technology in the IP space. This collaboration has
yielded a complete, one-stop IP video phone solution. The result of
Nology and DNAKE’s partnership brings to the table a solution that is
ideal for many applications and uses, including business parks.
www.nology.co.za

New print ecosystem adds value for resellers
A new partnership has been formed to launch a value-added
ecosystem for smaller print solutions channel partners. “The
work-from-home needs of employees due to COVID-19 has driven
big changes in how printers and MFPs are sold and serviced,” says
Bernice Hynard, GM, Print Solutions at Tarsus Distribution. “With
more than 30% of employees now working from home, technicians
are required to provide services across the country. As a large IT
company with a nationwide presence in cities and peri-urban
areas, TCM has a footprint that enables deployment of specialised
skills nationwide and provides solutions and uptime services to
clients 24/7.
www.tarsusdistribution.co.za

Rubrik appoints Ghazal Asif as VP of Global
Partners and Alliances
Rubrik, the Zero Trust Data Security Company, named Ghazal Asif
as VP of Global Partners and Alliances. Asif is responsible for leading
Rubrik’s global channel and partner strategy to drive continued
growth and engagement with current and future partners. “We
keep investing in the success of our extensive partner strategy and
Ghazal’s leadership and channel experience will continue to fuel our
data security growth,” said Brian McCarthy, chief revenue officer at
Rubrik. “She will act as a catalyst for scaling our partner enablement
and accelerating our go-to-market channel strategy around the
world.” Asif is a recognised industry leader, award-winning channel
executive and advocate for diversity and inclusion.
www.rubrik.com
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Altron Security partners
with OneTrust to help
businesses in SA and
Africa operationalise trust

Grant Long, practice lead for data
privacy and governance at Altron
Security

Data is often referred to as the ‘new
oil’ due to how powerful it is, enabling
organisations to improve their business
decisions, streamline their operations
and reduce their operating costs. Of
course, notes Grant Long, practice
lead for data privacy and governance
at Altron Security, such information is
often considered powerful.
www.altronsecurity.com

As ransomware attacks
rise in Kenya, effective
data backup becomes
essential

Bar Hori, regional sales executive
at Commvault Africa

Rubrik expands ransomware recovery warranty
to cover Cloud Vault built on Microsoft
Rubrik, The Zero Trust Data Security Company, announced businesses
can gain additional confidence their data is recoverable following a
cyber attack with an industry-first ransomware warranty that now
includes the company’s isolated cloud vault service for critical data.
Now, customers using Rubrik Cloud Vault, built on Microsoft Azure,
can benefit from the assurance that Rubrik will pay up to $5 million in
recovery-related costs in the event Rubrik is unable to recover secured
data. As ransomware continues to impact companies across every
industry, Rubrik Cloud Vault delivers a fully managed, secure and
isolated cloud vault service built on Microsoft Azure.
www.rubrik.com

BUSINESS
Datacentrix, OutSystems
jump-start low-code,
rapid app development in
SA and Dubai

In the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic, cyber crime, in particular,
ransomware, has seen a massive
increase across the globe. As a
burgeoning economy in Africa, Kenya
has become a growing target, with
a new report from internet security
group Kaspersky recording 32.8
million attacks in the first half of 2021.
www.commvault.com
Ahmed Mahomed, CEO at
Datacentrix

Netskope named a leader in 2022 Gartner
Magic Quadrant for Security Service Edge
Netskope, the SASE leader, announced that Gartner has recognised
the company as a leader in the 2022 Magic Quadrant for Security
Service Edge (SSE). Netskope believes this recognition from Gartner
underscores its rapid growth and worldwide customer adoption,
strategic technology vision and ability to execute behind SSE – the
most important security shift of the decade. A dramatic increase
in work-from-anywhere and the frequency of malware delivered
from the cloud are among the trends that were already under way
for enterprises before the global pandemic further accelerated them.
With these trends, architectural change in security and networking is
rapidly taking hold.
www.privateprotocol.com

Thales transparent
encryption

Byron Davel, account manager,
Cyber Security South Africa

Ransomware attacks are crippling cities
and businesses and, according to Cyber
Security South Africa, last year alone
saw a 41% increase over the previous
year. Cyber criminals have been
moving towards taking a copy of the
data before triggering the encryption,
and then threaten to expose the data.
www.csza.co.za

Hybrid IT systems integrator and
managed services provider Datacentrix
has deepened its partnership with
global leader in modern application
development OutSystems, making
a significant investment in bringing
the low-code application platform
to South African and Dubai-based
businesses. The two organisations will
present free one-day workshops in
Johannesburg and Durban over the
next few weeks.
www.datacentrix.co.za

Keeping our finger on
the pulse of the market
with Altron FinTech
Healthcare Solutions
team

Johan Roos, senior manager,
Business Development

The Altron FinTech Sales team has
restructured to cater to the everchanging needs of the market, as
well as offering solutions that solve
business challenges. This has provided
the sales team with an opportunity
to diversify into previously untapped
markets. One of the key areas
identified was providing payment
solutions to the healthcare industry.
www.altron.com
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children since 1892.
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ZTE, China Mobile launch SPN intelligent fault
diagnosis system
ZTE Corporation, a major international provider of
telecommunications, enterprise and consumer technology solutions
for the mobile internet, and the Liaoning branch of China Mobile have
verified the rule/policy-based SPN intelligent fault diagnosis system on
the intelligent management, control and analysis platform ZENIC ONE
(UME) and deployed it across Liaoning province in China. The system,
jointly developed by ZTE and China Mobile, orchestrates the policies
for the diagnosis flow through innovative flexible programming of
fault diagnosis rules. Thereby, the intelligent management and control
system can quickly respond to and meet the requirements of O&M staff
to implement minute-level fault location.
www.zte.com

Infinidat unveils
significant
enhancements to
InfiniGuard platform

Phil Bullinger, CEO of Infinidat

Infinidat has announced significant
new enhancements to expand cyber
resilience with InfiniSafe technology
and double system performance for
modern data protection, backup,
disaster recovery and business
continuity. The comprehensive cyber
resilience capabilities of InfiniSafe
technology improve the ability of
an enterprise to combat and protect
against ever-increasing cyber attacks
and data breaches.
www.infinidat.com

How SA's education
institutions can beat the
digital transformation
challenge

Jason Barr, executive,
Safety Solutions at NEC XON

South African education has never
been more pressured to perform.
Digital transformation, often touted
as the solution, can just as quickly
become the challenge, says Jason
Barr, executive, Safety Solutions at
NEC XON. One of the problems is
that it’s an all-encompassing phrase.
In the past two years, it has come to
symbolise e-education.
www.nec.xon.co.za

Huawei empowers advertisers to reach millions
of Huawei smart device, app users
Huawei Mobile Services (HMS) is driving opportunity for brands across
Africa, enabling them to directly engage with millions of Huawei smart
device and app users. The new HUAWEI Ads platform is a real-time
advertising exchange through which media companies can bid for
ad impressions, app downloads, app installs, search ads and display
ads, using programmatic technology. As publishers, developers can
begin to enjoy a new revenue stream from in-app advertising through
our ads kit integration. The service enables brands to reach users of
Huawei devices, third-party apps and Huawei apps such as HUAWEI
AppGallery, HUAWEI Browser, HUAWEI Assistant, HUAWEI Music,
HUAWEI Video, HUAWEI Themes and Petal Search.
www.huaweimobileservices.com

BUSINESS
SECURITY

Ecoband expands presence into SA
Commvault adds
Intelligent Data Services
features to fortify
ransomware security

Ranga Rajagopalan, VP of
Products, Commvault

Commvault, a recognised global
enterprise leader in intelligent data
services across on-premises, cloud
and software as a service (SaaS)
environments, today announced
general availability for feature release
11.26. These enhancements to our
best-in-class intelligent data services
help to harden infrastructure against
attack and improve recoverability,
continuing Commvault’s commitment
to mitigating cyber threats.
www.commvault.com

Leading tier two internet service provider Ecoband Networks has
chosen Workonline Communications Group, one of the largest IP
transit providers on the African continent, to expand its footprint
into South Africa. The agreement will benefit Ecoband's customers,
including those in West Africa, allowing for lower latency – of around
66ms between Cape Town and Accra. The better quality performance,
with a more attractive commercial model, is in high demand from
enterprises on the continent. The move also supports the objective
of African network operators to keep internet traffic destined for the
African continent, on the African continent.
www.workonline.africa
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Education department targets
laptop for every teacher
By: SIMNIKIWE MZEKANDABA, IT IN GOVERNMENT EDITOR

APRIL 2022
ITWeb Women in
Technology 2022
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MAY & JUNE 2022
ITWeb BPM & Automation
Summit 2022
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ITWeb Security Summit
2022 Johannesburg
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ITWeb Security Summit
2022 Cape Town
6 June 2022 | Conference

ITWeb Customer
Experience (CX) Summit
2022
23 June 2022 | Conference

For more information on these
and other ITWeb Events on the
calendar, please contact
Jo-Ann Swanepoel
events@itweb.co.za
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he Department of Basic Education
(DBE) will strive to put a laptop in
every teacher’s hands in the next five years.
So says basic education minister Angie
Motshekga, reflecting on recommendations
made by commissions set up to look into
critical focus areas for the basic education
system.
Motshekga was speaking at the recentlyheld 2022 Basic Education Sector Lekgotla,
which took place under the theme:
“Equipping learners with knowledge and
skills for a changing world in the context of
COVID-19”.
The minister added that in order
to broaden access to learning and
development, online programmes will also
be provided in sign language.
“To ensure sustainability of e-education
delivery, dedicated ICT support will be
available to all schools,” she told the
Lekgotla’s delegation.
“All future infrastructure plans to have
in-built ICT requirements. Schools will be
guided on how to use norms and standards
to procure ICT resources.”
The education old guard has, over
the years, tried to ramp-up ICT and
e-education adoption.
The DBE and provincial education
departments have attempted to do this by
supplying electronic devices to learners,
including access to e-learning programmes,
all in the name of digitally upskilling and
preparing the future workforce.
This process, however, was snowballed
by the advent of COVID-19 in 2020, as
teachers and learners had to resort to
remote learning to keep up with the
academic year.
Industry commentators have also been
vocal that decision-making stakeholders
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in the education system should, at the very
least, consider blended models of teaching
and learning, in the wake of the pandemic.
Motshekga pointed out that the
commission on ICT, digitisation,
e-education management, distance
learning and online schools noted the
COVID-19 pandemic has dictated a review
on how the basic education sector conducts
business.
Said the minister: “We cannot go back
to methods of teaching that we used
before COVID-19; we cannot develop
educators on skills that we prioritised
before COVID-19. Therefore, it is critical
to strengthen coordination of teacher
development programmes, including
working with higher education institutions
to develop both in-service professional
development programmes and initial
teacher development programmes that
would address the new needs.
“This will include ICT skills, vocational
skills, technical skills, engineering skills,
etc.”
According to Motshekga, the commission
added that the education department
cannot afford to replace the current
workforce, but can redirect their skills and
competencies.
“Indeed, teacher development should
be a priority moving forward, to equip
learners with the skills of the 21st century.
Clear action plans, with timeframes, should
be put in place, to indicate how this will be
achieved in the next three years, and the
number of teachers that will be developed
in various priority areas, per province,
district and circuit.”
In terms of providing internet access
for the teacher laptops, the minister says
the DBE must work together with ICT
companies to increase connectivity in
schools.
As a department, we cannot do this
alone, she stated. “Partnership with
relevant government departments is
crucial.
“Broadband must be strengthened to
accommodate all schools to benefit from
ICT connectivity. We also have to finalise
the framework on online schooling.”

Top Jobs

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Mindjoy targets million pupils
with online coding sessions
Technical Test / Quality
Engineer

By: SIBAHLE MALINGA, ITWEB SENIOR NEWS JOURNALIST

LUXFIAT
Minimum of 5+ years working experience

C

ape Town-based start-up Mindjoy
aims to teach a million school pupils
in SA and beyond local borders to code.
Founded by Gabi Immelman in July 2021,
Mindjoy says it aims to tackle one of the
ICT sector’s most pervasive challenges –
the lack of digital skills development.
The start-up makes use of Replit, a
browser-based development environment
that doesn’t require specific hardware
or software, to make coding possible for
participants on any mobile phone, tablet or
computer that can connect to the internet.
Through live, small-group, virtual
coding classes, kids aged eight years
and above are taught how to code in real
programming languages through hands-on
projects.
The coding sessions are facilitated by
vetted and trained coaches, who are tasked
with helping pupils to create project tracks
that students work on, from creating
computer-generated artworks in Python,
to working with data and using APIs to
build games.
Operational across Africa and Europe,
Mindjoy’s mission is to develop kids’
critical skills while they learn to express
themselves using technology, according to
the company.
Immelman points out the emphasis of
the sessions is more about how the young
participants feel during the learning
process than the actual information
imparted.
“Being forced into boring educational
environments means kids build up
resistance to learning. Our approach is to
let the kids lead and invite their friends
to learn alongside them. We believe that
every child should have the opportunity
to experience learning that is joyful,
curious and inspiring,” Immelman says.
“Kids learn real world programming
languages and skills to equip them for
the future of work, and we start them
as young as eight years old. We partner
with some of the industry’s top experts
and developers, like Carel van Wyk,
co-founder of Luno, to develop our
projects.”

According to professional skills
development firm Skills Development
Corporation,the tech sector tops the list
with the 25 most in-demand jobs in SA
today.
The company reveals the most indemand jobs in the tech sector include
cyber security, cloud computing, artificial
intelligence and machine learning,
software development, and data science.
Industry pundits believe coding has the
power to put millions of young Africans
on the path to successful careers and
empower them to build sustainable growth
where companies are currently struggling
to hire qualified IT talent.
Mindjoy notes its development team
of four is crafting a custom-designed
platform that uses machine learning to
match kids to their optimal peer group.
Helping kids find the right projects and
the right peers is the secret to having
them discover their own superpowers,
Immelman adds.
The Mindjoy platform is accessible
from anywhere in the world. Kids from
as far afield as the UK, Hungary, the
Netherlands, Sweden, Spain, SA, Nigeria
and Namibia currently join sessions, with
more countries being added weekly.
Membership costs R1 000 a month per
kid, with unlimited open training sessions
and weekly scheduled sessions. Parents
can also log in and see their child’s
progress at any time of day or night.
In addition to offering individual
memberships, Mindjoy partners
with corporates that purchase
Mindjoy memberships for kids from
underprivileged backgrounds, in efforts
to help it meet its target of training one
million children.
“We won’t be able to truly benefit from
the fourth industrial revolution or the
metaverse unless we help kids to become
lifelong learners. This business is about
making that a reality, while also teaching
kids to enjoy acquiring the type of
technology skills South Africa and Africa
as a continent requires from its future
creators,” Immelman concludes.
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Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 284674

Server Support Engineer
Team Leader
WESTECH
Serve as the escalation point for complex
technical issues & problems
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 284701

Tester / Support
Consultant
BTG RECRUIT
Additional Tester / Software Support
Consultant
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 284120

Project Administrator
BCX
At least 1 - 2 years' in a project
administrative role
Western Cape
Negotiable

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and
insert the unique reference number in
the job keyword search box to view more
details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading
companies posting an average of 230 fresh
ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to search
for your ideal ICT job

ernie@careerweb.co.za
011 807 3294
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Vaughn Hechter, head: Customer
Services for NuPay and Delter

FinTech NuCover – so
much more than just
insurance

ZTE set to launch
AX11000 WiFi 6E XGSPON ONT at MWC 2022

NuPay and Delter announced the
launch of FinTech NuCover. NuPay/
Delter customers will now have the
opportunity to offer their customers
credit life as well as funeral cover
policies. One of the main reasons
behind developing this solution is
centred on providing the NuPay/
Delter customer base with the
opportunity to safeguard their
businesses.
www.altron.com

ZTE Corporation has released its
AX11000 WiFi 6E 10-Gigabit-capable
Symmetric Passive Optical Network
(XGS-PON) Optical Network Terminal
(ONT) at Mobile World Congress
(MWC) 2022. The XGS-PON ONT,
while offering 10Gbps wired and
10Gbps WiFi access rates, supports the
EasyMesh standard to allow multiple
devices to network rapidly and stably.
www.zte.com

AX11000 Wi-Fi 6E 10-Gigabitcapable Symmetric Passive Optical
Network (XGS-PON) Optical
Network Terminal (ONT)

TELECOMS

SOFTWARE
WWF SA taps into Sage 300 People to support its
organisational vision for 2025
WWF South Africa has appointed AWCape Group company, Applico,
as its training, support, implementation and cloud hosting partner
for its Sage 300 People Payroll & HR deployment. Applico is a Sage
Authorised Learning Partner – Delivery Centre (SALP-DC), a certified
Sage Business Partner for Sage Intacct, Sage 300 People and Sage
300cloud, and a level two B-BBEE contributor. In South Africa, WWF
currently uses Sage 300 People – Payroll and most modules of Sage 300
People – HR, including Employee Self-Service, Skills Development
and Employment Equity. The organisation decided to appoint a Sage
Business Partner to help it migrate the applications to a cloud-hosted
model to simplify its IT environment.
www.awcape.co.za

TECH FORUM
Making the most of 2022
by capitalising on some
important technology
trends
Over the course of the last two years,
companies of all sizes have had to
invest in the acceleration of their
digital transformation, which is set
to continue, according to Morné
Laubscher, chief technology officer
at global IT solutions and managed
service provider, Logicalis South
Africa. Laubscher unpacks some of the
most prevalent technology trends.
www.za.logicalis.com

Morné Laubscher, chief
technology officer at global IT
solutions and managed service
provider, Logicalis South Africa
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The Edge Files – digital
transformation is out
there

Pieter van der Merwe, regional
manager sales and business
developments Africa & Middle East

Regional manager sales and business
developments Africa & Middle
East, Pieter van der Merwe, Stratus
Technologies, talks about the
latest campaign that highlights the
revolutionary Micro Data Centre.
Van der Merwe was delighted to be
involved in the recent recording of the
Edge Files, a series to showcase the
Schneider Electric EcoStruxure Micro
Data Centre.
www.stratus.com

ZTE receives high scores in Lightwave
Innovation Reviews 2022
ZTE Corporation announced that its Light PON solution, FTTR
solution, POF solution and Omni-OTN have received high scores
from Lightwave Innovation Reviews, in recognition of ZTE's leading
position in the optical communications field. The Light Passive Optical
Network (PON) solution enables operators to build networks flexibly,
rapidly and cost-effectively. The fibre to the room solution is the only
all-optical networking solution in the industry to support both point
to point and point to multipoint technologies. ZTE's ZXMP M721, a new
Omni-OTN product series, offers two heights of 3U and 6U. Lightwave
Innovation Reviews was presented by Lightwave.
www.zte.com

HYDROZONING

Zone into high/medium/
low/very low water use
areas
A hydrozone in a landscape refers to each section of the landscape that is watered
using the same valve i.e. the hydrozone (hydrostation) in question is watered as a
unit. Hence, each area in a landscape or garden that is individually watered must
be assessed separately
HIGH ZONE
• This should be no more than 10 - 30% of the landscape.
• Plant water-loving annuals/plants in selected high water
use areas e.g. entrances, entertainment areas, containers
and focal points.
• Avoid long winding borders of colour - impractical to water.
• Use colour in containers.

VERY LOW ZONE
• This should make up between 40% and 100% of the
landscape.
• Consists of mainly locally indigenous trees, shrubs and
other plants.
• Permeable paving rather than solid non permeable paving
should be used in this zone.

MEDIUM ZONE
• This should make up between 20% and 40% of the
landscape.
• Can incorprate the bulk of the garden or landscape.
• Consists mainly of shrubs, perennials, ground cover and
lawn.

The proportions of landscapes or gardens allocated to each
zone is based on the principle that sites should be landscaped
by considering certain maximum areas of the site allocated to
different hydrozones. This is used merely as a guide; however, it
is believed that because South Africa is a water stressed country
that the areas allocated to high hydrozones should be minimal.
If a landscape doesn’t have high
and/or medium hydrozones then a
greater area should be allocated to
other lower water hydrozones.

LOW ZONE
• Makes up between 30% and 60% of the landscape.
• Is the backbone of the design.
• Is mainly trees, large shrubs, limited small Mediterranean
type shrubs, succulents and aloes.

www.randwater.co.za and click on the Water Wise logo
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON WATER WISE, PLEASE CONTACT US ON: 0860 10 10 60
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The Public Sector ICT Forum was established in 2016 to provide
a focused platform and opportunity for public sector ICT decisionmakers to come together to engage and discuss topics that are
key to the local public sector.

Directed by a board made up of government IT officers (GITOs) and chief information
officers (CIOs) and including representatives from SITA and GITOC, the forum provides
online and event-based thought-leadership and knowledge-sharing platforms.
The forum gives CIOs the opportunity to listen to and engage with leading local and
international speakers to provoke dialogue, spark ideas and generate concepts that can
be taken back to their areas of work. This is an informal community that encourages
collaboration and thought in the name of improved service delivery.

This is an exclusive community for top-level public sector
ICT decision-makers: the CIO, GITO or DG/DDG focused on ICT
strategy within your government department (national or
provincial level) or at a parastatal. Membership is free, but
applications are vetted to ensure exclusivity.

To become a member, please go to
bit.ly/2psg2E6
or email us on
PSICTF@brainstormmag.co.za
or tweet us @PSICTForum

